Olfactory sensory neurons express just one out of a possible $1,000 odorant receptor genes, reflecting an exquisite mode of gene regulation. In one model, once an odorant receptor is chosen for expression, other receptor genes are suppressed by a negative feedback mechanism, ensuring a stable functional identity of the sensory neuron for the lifetime of the cell. The signal transduction mechanism subserving odorant receptor gene silencing remains obscure, however. Here, we demonstrate in the zebrafish that odorant receptor gene silencing is dependent on receptor activity. Moreover, we show that signaling through G protein bg subunits is both necessary and sufficient to suppress the expression of odorant receptor genes and likely acts through histone methylation to maintain the silenced odorant receptor genes in transcriptionally inactive heterochromatin. These results link receptor activity with the epigenetic mechanisms responsible for ensuring the expression of one odorant receptor per olfactory sensory neuron.
INTRODUCTION
Sensory systems receive and process external stimuli to convey information about the organism's environment. Primary sensory neurons-the nervous system's initial points of contact with the sensory world-are tuned to respond to different types of stimuli (light, touch, sound, etc.) or to a subset of stimuli within a given modality. The receptive field properties of a given primary sensory neuron-and therefore the overall logic of sensory processing-are determined by the particular receptors expressed by the cell. In the vertebrate olfactory system, the identification and discrimination of an odorant's molecular identity from myriad chemical structures in odor space begins with the activation of odorant receptors expressed by olfactory sensory neurons in the nose. A large multigene family of olfactory-specific G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) initially identified in the rat (Buck and Axel, 1991) constitutes what is now referred to as the OR family of odorant receptors (Mombaerts, 2004) . Each olfactory sensory neuron expresses a single OR allele, which defines the receptive field properties of the cell by virtue of the receptor's ligand tuning properties (Chess et al., 1994; DeMaria and Ngai, 2010; Lewcock and Reed, 2004; Serizawa et al., 2003) . Olfactory sensory neurons expressing the same OR in turn converge upon spatially invariant glomeruli in the olfactory bulb, the site of the first synaptic relay in olfactory sensory processing (Mombaerts et al., 1996; Ressler et al., 1994; Vassar et al., 1994) . Thus, activation of specific odorant receptors by an odorant elicits a characteristic pattern of activity in the olfactory bulb.
The highly regulated expression of OR genes according to the ''one receptor, one neuron'' rule defines the functional identity of the sensory neuron by determining the odorants to which the cell responds. ORs also play a role in the precise targeting of the olfactory sensory neurons' axons in the olfactory bulb (Imai et al., 2006; Mombaerts et al., 1996; Sakano, 2010; Serizawa et al., 2006; Wang et al., 1998) , which underlies the anatomical basis of the olfactory sensory map. How is the expression of one OR gene initially established and maintained in each neuron to safeguard the cell's identity and ensure its appropriate innervation in the olfactory bulb? The complexity of the regulatory mechanisms governing OR gene expression is daunting, considering the large size of the OR gene family, which ranges from $50 to 150 genes in fish to >1,000 genes in rodents (Alioto and Ngai, 2005; Mombaerts, 2004; Niimura and Nei, 2005; Zhang and Firestein, 2002) . Previous studies have shown that individual sensory neurons can, in rare instances, sequentially express multiple OR genes, with such gene-switching events occurring more frequently when the initial OR gene expressed by the cell is a pseudogene (Lewcock and Reed, 2004; Serizawa et al., 2003; Shykind et al., 2004) . These observations support a model involving a negative feedback loop in which a functional OR, once selected, silences the expression of all other OR genes in the genome (Lewcock and Reed, 2004; Serizawa et al., 2003 Serizawa et al., , 2004 Shykind, 2005; Shykind et al., 2004) . In this manner, OR gene silencing prevents gene switching and ensures the stable expression of a single OR in each olfactory sensory neuron. Recent studies have revealed the importance of epigenetic regulation of OR gene expression by repressive histone modifications, which maintain all but the actively transcribed OR gene in transcriptionally inactive heterochromatin (Magklara et al., 2011) . The intracellular signaling mechanisms connecting ORdependent events and OR gene silencing remain largely unknown, however.
In the present study, we examine the role of receptor-mediated activity in OR gene regulation. Using pharmacologic and genetic approaches in the zebrafish, we demonstrate a pivotal role of heterotrimeric G protein bg subunits in OR gene silencing. Manipulations that enhance receptor-mediated activity, in particular through direct activation of Gbg signaling, decrease the number of cells expressing a given OR gene. Conversely, inhibition of Gbg signaling deregulates OR gene expression, causing an increase in the number of sensory neurons expressing a specific OR and the aberrant expression of multiple ORs per cell. We further show that perturbations of histone 3 lysine 9 (H3K9) methylation states characteristic of transcriptionally inactive chromatin lead to perturbations of OR gene expression similar to those caused by perturbations of Gbg signaling. The effects of blocking both Gbg signaling and H3K9 methylation simultaneously are not additive, suggesting that these two processes function in the same pathway to negatively regulate OR gene expression. Finally, genome-wide RNA transcript profiling by deep sequencing (RNA-seq) of olfactory sensory neurons reveals that the expression of histone modifying enzymes involved in the regulation of repressive histone methylation marks is influenced by Gbg activity, providing a possible mechanistic link between receptor activity at the plasma membrane and chromatin structure in the nucleus. Our results establish a role of G proteinmediated receptor activity in the negative feedback loop that ensures the singularity of OR gene expression and the maintenance of olfactory sensory neuron identity.
RESULTS

OR Activity-Dependent Suppression of OR Gene Expression
To explore the mechanisms underlying OR-dependent gene silencing, we developed an approach that allows for the transient expression of transgenes in the olfactory system of zebrafish embryos. Transgene constructs incorporating the zebrafish olfactory marker protein (OMP) promoter (Celik et al., 2002) were used to drive the widespread expression of genes in olfactory sensory neurons (see Experimental Procedures for details). OMP and OMP promoter-driven transgenes are expressed in the olfactory placode starting at $24 hr postfertilization (hpf), coinciding with the initial appearance of mature olfactory sensory neurons and labeling cells that innervate glomeruli in the olfactory bulb (Celik et al., 2002) . Expression of OMP and OMP transgenes is therefore restricted to mature cells (and possibly also late-stage maturing cells) in the zebrafish olfactory sensory neuron lineage. We first asked whether expression of an OR transgene under the control of the OMP promoter could suppress the expression of endogenous OR genes. Zebrafish embryos injected at the one-cell stage with OMP transgenes containing either a zebrafish OR:GFP fusion (OMP-OR111-1:GFP) or a GFP control (OMP-unc76:GFP) exhibited widespread expression of the transgene in olfactory sensory neurons when assayed at 3 days postfertilization (dpf) (Figures 1A and 1B) . Using such transiently transgenic fish, we determined whether forced expression of an ectopic OR gene in olfactory sensory neurons influences the number of cells that express endogenous OR genes. In these experiments, we performed RNA in situ hybridizations for three different OR genes (OR111-6, a representative from the same subfamily as the transgene, and OR103-1 and OR103-2, two genes from a different subfamily [Alioto and Ngai, 2005] ) on 3 dpf embryos and quantitated the number of cells expressing each receptor. As shown in Figure 2A and Table 1 , expression of the OMP-OR111-1:GFP transgene had a modest but significant effect on endogenous OR gene expression, with a 10%-15% reduction in the number of cells expressing all OR genes assayed, as compared to the GFP control (p values = 0.05-0.002 from Poisson regression; see Experimental Procedures).
Mouse olfactory sensory neurons expressing a b 2 -adrenergic receptor (b 2 AR) in place of an endogenous OR appear to function normally in terms of mutually exclusive expression with ORs and axon targeting (Feinstein et al., 2004) . We were therefore interested in whether the human b 2 AR would behave similarly to ORs in our transgenic assays. Zebrafish embryos were injected with an OMP-b 2 AR:GFP transgene or OMP-unc76:GFP control, and the number of cells expressing endogenous OR genes was determined ( Figure 2B ; Table 1 ). No statistically significant effect of the b 2 AR:GFP transgene on OR111-6 or OR103-1 expression was observed. However, we did observe a modest yet highly significant decrease in the number of cells expressing OR103-2 ($25% decrease; p < 10 À5 ). Thus, OR-or b 2 AR-encoding transgenes can, to a limited and variable extent, suppress the expression of endogenous OR genes. Interestingly, OMP transgenes containing either OR or b 2 AR receptor coding sequences were coexpressed with endogenous ORs in $10-fold fewer cells than the control OMP-unc76:GFP transgene (p < 10 À5 from a generalized linear model with a binomial distribution; Figures  1C-1E ), indicating that expression of endogenous ORs and transgenic receptors is largely mutually exclusive. In addition, as previously demonstrated in the mouse (Nguyen et al., 2007) , OMP transgenes containing OR coding sequences are suppressed in the olfactory sensory neuron environment: when OMP-GFP transgene constructs were coinjected together with an OMP-mCherry plasmid, the ratio of cells expressing GFP versus mCherry was $3-fold lower when the OMP-GFP transgene also encoded an OR ( Figure S1 available online). These observations suggest that the relatively modest effect of receptor misexpression on endogenous OR expression is at least in part due to the reduced number of cells that express receptor-containing transgenes. We hypothesized that activity of the encoded receptor is necessary to silence other OR gene loci. The b 2 AR, whose structure and function have been intensively studied (Rosenbaum et al., 2009) , provides a means of exploring the role of receptor activity in OR gene silencing. Specifically, a conserved aspartate-arginine-tyrosine (DRY) tripeptide motif at the cytoplasmic base of the receptor's third transmembrane domain modulates the activity of b 2 AR and related GPCRs (Rosenbaum et al., 2009) . Substitution of the aspartate residue in the DRY motif to asparagine (NRY mutant) renders b 2 AR constitutively active (Rasmussen et al., 1999) . When the constitutively active NRY mutant (b 2 AR*) was expressed under the control of the OMP promoter, we observed a significant reduction in cells expressing endogenous OR genes ( Figure 2C ; Table 1 ); OR111-6-positive cells were reduced by 20% (p < 10 À3 ), whereas the numbers of cells expressing OR103-1 and OR103-2 were reduced by See also Figure S1 .
30%-40% (p < 10 À5 ). These results suggest that GPCR activity can suppress the expression of endogenous OR genes by olfactory sensory neurons.
Gbg Signaling Is Necessary and Sufficient for Suppression of OR Gene Expression
Through what intracellular signaling pathway does receptor activity suppress OR gene expression? Odor-evoked signaling is mediated through receptor-dependent activation of Ga olf (Belluscio et al., 1998 ), a Ga s isoform enriched in mature olfactory sensory neurons (Jones et al., 1990) , ultimately leading to membrane depolarization due to the increased synthesis of cyclic AMP (cAMP) by type III adenylyl cyclase and opening of cyclic nucleotide-gated cation channels (DeMaria and Ngai, 2010) . Considering that the ORs and b 2 AR can couple through either Ga s or Ga olf (Kajiya et al., 2001) , Ga s /Ga olf signaling would seem to be the most likely pathway for subserving OR gene silencing. However, previous studies have shown that a constitutively active Ga s mutant expressed in lieu of an intact OR fails to suppress the expression of other OR genes (Imai et al., 2006) . Consistent with these observations, ectopic expression of constitutively active Ga s in zebrafish olfactory sensory neurons did not reduce the number of cells expressing endogenous OR genes ( Figure S2 ). We therefore wished to determine whether G protein bg subunits, which would be released from G protein abg heterotrimers upon receptor-mediated activation, but not by ectopic expression of constitutively active Ga subunits, are required for OR gene silencing. This issue was addressed with four independent experimental approaches (Figures 3 and S2) . First, we blocked Gbg activity globally by exposing embryonic zebrafish to gallein, a small molecule inhibitor of Gbg (Bonacci et al., 2006) . Fish were treated with drug starting at 16-20 hpf, a developmental stage that precedes the first onset of OR gene expression by 4-8 hr (Barth et al., 1996) . Compared to untreated fish, gallein treatment resulted in a 1.5-to 1.6-fold increase in the number of olfactory sensory neurons expressing OR111-1, OR111-6, or OR103-2 (p < 10 À5 ; Figure 3A ; Table 1 ).
To address the possibility that inhibition of G protein signaling alters the absolute number of mature olfactory sensory neurons by delaying or inhibiting neuronal maturation, we quantitated the number of mature olfactory sensory neurons in stably transgenic TgOMP-Gal4;UASGCaMP1.6 fish in which a UAS-GCaMP reporter is driven by an OMP-Gal4 driver ( Figure S2 ). We found indistinguishable numbers of transgene-positive mature olfactory sensory neurons (detected using an anti-GFP antibody) in control and drug-treated fish; patterns of innervation of the olfactory bulb by olfactory sensory neurons in drug-treated embryos were qualitatively normal ( Figure S2 ). We also assessed the number of cells expressing phospho-histone H3 (a marker of cells in mitosis) and activated caspase (a marker of apoptotic cells) in the olfactory placodes of embryos treated with gallein; no significant difference was observed for either marker ( Figure S2 ). These control experiments indicate that gallein treatment (and other drug treatments used in this study [see below]) does not cause a major shift in the dynamics of proliferation, maturation, or survival in the olfactory sensory neuron lineage.
In a second approach, we inhibited Gbg activity specifically in mature olfactory sensory neurons by expressing under the control of the OMP promoter a peptide comprising the C-terminal 195 amino acids of G protein receptor kinase 2 (GRKct). GRKct functions as a dominant-negative inhibitor by binding to Gbg and preventing its interaction with downstream effectors (Koch et al., Table 1 . *p = 0.05; **p % 0.003; ***p < 10 À3 ; ****p < 10 À5 ; n.s., not significant (p > 0.05).
1994). In zebrafish embryos injected with an OMP-GRKct transgene, endogenous OR genes were expressed in 1.6-to 1.9-fold more cells than in control embryos (p < 10 À5 ; Figure 3B ; Table 1 ).
Expression of an OMP transgene encoding an N-terminal peptide of receptor for activated C kinase 1 (RACKnt), which, like GRKct, binds to Gbg subunits and prevents their interaction with downstream effectors (Chen et al., 2004 (Chen et al., , 2008 , similarly caused a significant increase in the number of cells expressing endogenous OR ( Figure S2 ). Thus, both pharmacologic and genetic inhibition of Gbg activity results in an increase in the number of olfactory sensory neurons expressing a given OR gene. Moreover, the similar magnitude of the effects observed with gallein treatment and OMP transgenes encoding Gbg inhibitory peptides indicates that the perturbations in OR expression are restricted mainly to mature olfactory sensory neurons.
As a complementary approach to probe the role of Gbg signaling in OR gene regulation, we pursued a gain-of-function strategy in which zebrafish Gbg subunits were ectopically expressed in olfactory sensory neurons using the OMP promoter. Overexpression of Gbg can result in constitutive Gbg signaling by exceeding the cell's pool of available (GDP-bound) Ga (Faure et al., 1994) . We therefore asked whether ectopic expression of Gb 1 and Gg 13 -the Gbg isoforms that are enriched in olfactory sensory neurons (Kerr et al., 2008 )-would negatively regulate OR gene expression. Consistent with the results of inhibiting Gbg with gallein or GRKct, coinjection of OMP-Gb 1 and OMPGg 13 transgenes resulted in a 1.4-to 2-fold decrease in the number of cells expressing endogenous OR genes (p < 10 À5 ; Figure 3C ; Table 1 ). Together, these observations indicate that Gbg signaling is both necessary and sufficient to suppress OR gene expression.
Inhibition of Gbg Signaling Results in Aberrant OR Coexpression
The increase in the number of cells expressing a particular OR in gallein-treated and OMP-GRKct-and OMP-RACKnt-injected embryos (Figures 3 and S2; Table 1) suggests that olfactory sensory neurons express multiple ORs when Gbg signaling is inhibited. To test this idea directly, we asked whether inhibition of Gbg signaling by expression of GRKct would lead to the aberrant coexpression of multiple OR genes by individual cells. Zebrafish embryos were injected either with OMP-GRKct or control OMP-unc76:GFP transgenes, harvested at 3 dpf, and subjected to double-label RNA in situ hybridization using probes for two endogenous ORs, OR111-1 and OR119-2 (Figure 4 ). Because individual olfactory sensory neurons typically express just a single OR gene, we expected that colocalization of two OR probes would not be observed in embryos in which Gbg signaling was unperturbed. Consistent with this expectation, out of a total of 2,153 cells positive for either OR, cells coexpressing both receptors were entirely absent in control embryos (Figures 4A and 4D) . In striking contrast, OR111-1 and OR119-2 colocalized in 38 out of 2,948 cells (1.3%) positive for either receptor alone in embryos expressing the OMP-GRKct transgene ( Figures 4B and 4D ). Thus, Gbg signaling is required to prevent coexpression of multiple OR genes by an individual olfactory sensory neuron. Embryos subjected to the indicated treatments (together with their respective controls) were analyzed by RNA in situ hybridization using probes for OR111-1, OR111-6, OR103-1, or OR103-2. The ratios of OR-positive cells in treatment versus control embryos were estimated using generalized linear models with Poisson distribution (see Experimental Procedures). The p values measure the statistical significance of transgene or drug effects under the Poisson regression models; for each condition (treatment or control) and OR probe, three to four independent experiments were performed, each typically comprising 15-20 embryos.
chromatin associated with OR genes in the zebrafish, as they are in the mouse. Because only a small fraction of zebrafish olfactory sensory neurons in the adult express a given OR gene ($1%-2%; Barth et al., 1996) , when assaying the total population of cells in the olfactory epithelium, we expect that chromatin associated with OR genes will show an overall enrichment of inhibitory histone methylation marks relative to chromatin modifications associated with actively transcribed genes. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was performed on native chromatin from whole olfactory epithelium or liver (in which ORs are not expressed) from adult zebrafish using antibodies specific for the inhibitory histone methylation marks H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 and mono-, di-, and trimethyl histone 3 lysine 4 (H3K4me1/ 2/3), which is associated with actively transcribed genes. Following immunoprecipitation, quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed for eight OR genes, OMP and b-actin as controls for genes actively transcribed in the olfactory epithelium (b-actin only in liver), and satellite DNA (Ekker et al., 1992) as a control for H3K9me3-containing heterochromatin. As shown in Figure 5 , H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 are enriched in chromatin associated with the eight OR genes tested, generally at levels comparable to satellite DNA and greater than observed for OMP. H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 are enriched relative to H3K4me1/2/3 for OR genes and satellite DNA in both olfactory epithelium and liver; for the OR genes, the enrichment of these repressive marks rela- Table 1 . Inhibition of Gbg signaling by gallein treatment or olfactory-specific GRKct expression results in a highly significant increase in the number of cells expressing an individual OR, whereas activation of Gbg signaling by overexpression of Gb 1 and Gg 13 in olfactory sensory neurons results in a highly significant reduction (****p < 10 À5 for all treatments). See also Figure S2 .
tive to H3K4me1/2/3 is in most cases greater in olfactory epithelium than in liver. In contrast, chromatin associated with actively transcribed OMP and b-actin in olfactory epithelium and b-actin in liver demonstrate comparatively greater enrichment of H3K4me1/2/3 relative to H3K9me2 and H3K9me3.
It is unclear whether the enrichment of both H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 in chromatin associated with OR genes in olfactory epithelium reflects the heterogeneity of cells represented in the tissue preparation (which contains not only nonneuronal cells in the sensory mucosa but also cells from the nonsensory portion of the tissue) or heterogeneity in H3K9 methylation within the olfactory sensory neuron lineage itself. Nonetheless, based on this representative sampling of eight OR genes we conclude that zebrafish OR genes reside in transcriptionally inactive chromatin characterized by the inhibitory histone methylation marks H3K9me2 and H3K9me3.
H3K9 Methylation Suppresses OR Gene Expression and Is Required to Enforce the ''One Receptor, One Neuron'' Rule Although OR genes are localized to heterochromatin characterized by repressive H3K9me3 marks (Magklara et al., 2011) (Figure 5) , it remains to be determined whether H3K9 demethylation (or inhibition of H3K9 methylation) is sufficient to release ORs from transcriptional repression. Having confirmed that repressive histone methylation marks are enriched in chromatin associated with zebrafish OR genes, we therefore asked whether inhibition of H3K9 methylation would affect OR gene expression. H3K9 can be methylated to H3K9me2 by G9a histone methyltransferase and/or G9a-like protein (GLP) and then to H3K9me3 by the addition of a third and final methyl group catalyzed by SETDB1/2 (Black et al., 2012) . Thus, the conversion of H3K9 to H3K9me2 and H3K9me3-both inhibitory histone methylation marks-can be blocked by inhibiting G9a/GLP histone methyltransferase activity. Embryonic zebrafish were treated with BIX01294 (BIX), a small molecule inhibitor of G9a and GLP (Kubicek et al., 2007) , and scored for the number of cells expressing representative OR genes. BIX-treated embryos showed a 1.5-to 1.6-fold greater number of cells expressing OR111-1 and OR103-2 as compared to untreated control fish ( Figure 6A ; Table 2 ); similar results were obtained with another G9a/GLP inhibitor, UNC0638 (Vedadi et al., 2011;  Figure S3 ). Trimethylated H3K9 can be demethylated by the lysine-specific demethylase Lsd1 (Black et al., 2012) . Accordingly, treatment of embryos with the Lsd1 inhibitor trans-2-phenylcyclopropylamine (PCPA) (Jie et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2006) caused a 1.6-to 1.8-fold decrease in the number of OR-positive cells (Figure 6B ; Table 2 ). Together, these observations demonstrate that H3K9 demethylation is both necessary and sufficient to activate OR gene expression and further identify the specific involvement of the histone-modifying enzymes G9a/GLP and Lsd1 in this process (see also Lyons et al., 2013) .
Does negative regulation of OR gene expression by H3K9 methylation reflect a role of this epigenetic modification in ensuring the expression of just one OR gene per olfactory sensory neuron? To address this question, zebrafish embryos were treated with BIX and then subjected to double-label RNA in situ hybridization with probes for OR111-1 and OR119-2. As we observed in gallein-treated fish, out of 6,144 cells positive (A-C) Double-label RNA in situ hybridizations were performed to identify olfactory sensory neurons expressing either OR111-1 (green) or OR119-2 (red) in 3 dpf zebrafish embryos previously injected with OMP-unc76:GFP (A), OMP-GRKct (B), or treated with BIX01294 (C). Note the lack of OR coexpression in the OMP-unc76:GFP control, which contrasts with the occurrence of cells coexpressing OR111-1 and OR119-2 in OMPGRKct-injected and BIX-treated fish (arrowheads). Scale bar, 20 mm (B). (D and E) The numbers of cells positive for either or both receptor, from three independent experiments for either OMP-GRKct-injected (D) or BIXtreated (E) fish are tabulated (n = number of fish scored).
for either OR in BIX-treated embryos, 63 ($1%) showed coexpression of both receptor genes. In contrast, zero out of 4,397 receptor-positive cells exhibited coexpression of the two receptors in control embryos ( Figures 4A, 4C , and 4E). These results provide functional evidence that methylation of H3K9 by G9a/GLP is required to restrict each olfactory sensory neuron to express a single OR.
Gbg Signaling and Histone Methylation Operate in the Same Pathway to Silence OR Gene Expression
Inhibition of G9a/GLP results in changes in OR gene expression similar to those observed with manipulations that inhibit Gbg signaling; in both cases, there is an increase in the number of cells expressing a given OR and the appearance of cells aberrantly expressing multiple ORs. We therefore wondered whether the silencing of OR gene expression by Gbg signaling is mediated by H3K9 methylation. To test this hypothesis, we treated zebrafish embryos with gallein (Gbg inhibitor) and BIX (G9a/ GLP histone methyltransferase inhibitor) either alone or in combination. We reasoned that if Gbg and G9a/GLP suppress OR expression by acting within the same pathway, then treatment with both drugs simultaneously should result in an increase in OR-positive cells no greater than the increase observed with either drug alone. On the other hand, if Gbg and G9a/GLP operate via parallel or independent pathways impinging on OR gene regulation, then we would expect an additive effect of inhibiting both Gbg and G9a/GLP. As shown in Figure 6A and Table 2 , embryos treated simultaneously with gallein and BIX showed a 1.4-to 1.6-fold increase in the numbers of cells expressing OR111-1 or 103-2 (p < 10 À5 ), similar to the effect of gallein or BIX treatment alone. The number of cells expressing OR103-2 in embryos treated with BIX plus gallein was indistinguishable from the number found in fish treated with either drug individually (p = 0.3). Curiously, there was a slight ($10%) but significant decrease in cells expressing OR111-1 in fish treated with both drugs compared to BIX-or gallein-treated fish (p = 0.001). This latter observation indicates a mild negative interaction between these two drug treatments that may reflect toxicity associated with globally blocking both pathways simultaneously. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that the effect of blocking Gbg signaling and H3K9 methylation was not additive, consistent with the hypothesis that Gbg-dependent OR gene silencing is mediated by repressive histone methylation.
Gbg Signaling Regulates Expression of G9a Histone Methyltransferase
The results presented thus far suggest that receptor-activated Gbg signaling limits each olfactory sensory neuron to expressing a single OR gene by promoting methylation of histone residues associated with transcriptionally inactive heterochromatin. To gain a global view of how Gbg signaling affects gene expression, we performed RNA transcript profiling by deep sequencing (RNA-seq) on olfactory sensory neurons purified by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) from embryonic TgOMPGal4;UAS-GCaMP zebrafish. Pairs of RNA samples from purified cells isolated from gallein-treated and control fish were sequenced, and data from three independent experiments were normalized and analyzed to identify genes showing significant changes in expression in cells from gallein-treated fish relative to controls. From an analysis that incorporated multiple hypothesis testing to control the false discovery rate (Benjamini (A and B) Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by quantitative PCR (ChIP-qPCR) was performed on lysates prepared from whole olfactory epithelium (A) or liver (B) from adult zebrafish. Immunoprecipitations were carried out using antibodies directed against H3K4me1/2/3 (associated with transcriptionally active genes) or H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 (associated with transcriptionally inactive chromatin). qPCR was performed on the immunoprecipitated samples using primers for the eight indicated OR genes, OMP, b-actin (Bact), and satellite sequence (zfSAT); enrichment relative to input DNA is expressed as 2
ÀDCt
, where Ct is the PCR cycle number at which detection crossed threshold in the qPCR reaction and DCt = (Ct ChiP À Ct input ). Data are representative of three independent experiments. Note the enrichment of H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 repressive marks relative to H3k4me1/2/3 for OR genes in both tissues, particularly in the olfactory epithelium. In contrast, H3K4me1/2/3 shows greater enrichment relative to H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 for transcriptionally active genes (OMP and b-actin in olfactory epithelium and b-actin in liver). Error bars represent SEM.
and Hochberg, 1995), approximately 5,000 out of $21,000 mapped genes were found to exhibit differential expression between treatment and control with a false discovery rate (FDR) of less than 0.05 (Table S1 ). Read counts for all but 4 of the $150 annotated zebrafish OR genes (Alioto and Ngai, 2005) were too low to allow reliable quantitation of their expression levels (data not shown).
In light of our results implicating H3K9 methylation as a mediator of Gbg-dependent OR silencing, we focused on 101 genes encoding proteins involved in histone methylation (Black et al., 2012; Kouzarides, 2007) (Table S2) ; 21 genes showed significant differences in expression (adjusted p value < 0.05) between gallein-treated and untreated cells. Consistent with our pharmacologic analysis of H3K9 methylation, expression of ehmt2-which encodes G9a histone methyltransferase-was downregulated 2.2-fold in OMP-positive cells from gallein-treated fish compared to controls (adjusted p value = 0.03; Table 3 ). Similarly, the lysine demethylase KDM6B, which demethylates H3K27me3-another hallmark of transcriptionally inactive chromatin (Black et al., 2012; Kouzarides, 2007) -to H3K27me1, was upregulated 1.7-fold in gallein-treated fish (adjusted p value < 10 À8 ; Table 3 ). Thus, inhibition of Gbg signaling results in changes in expression of histone-modifying enzymes that may underlie a decrease in repressive histone methylation marks. Lyons et al. recently demonstrated that final maturation of olfactory sensory neurons, as embodied by expression of OMP and type III adenylyl cyclase (Adcy3), the adenylyl cyclase isoform responsible for generating cAMP in response to OR-mediated Ga olf activation (Wong et al., 2000) , is dependent on OR expression . One question to arise from these observations is how the OR influences expression of these two genes, which are hallmarks of olfactory sensory neuron terminal differentiation. Interestingly, by RNA-seq, we found that OMP and Adcy3 are significantly downregulated in olfactory sensory neurons isolated from gallein-treated fish as compared to controls (OMP: 3-fold reduction, adjusted p value = 10 À6 ;
Adcy3: >200-fold reduction, adjusted p value = 10 À32 ; Table 3 ).
In contrast, no significant differences in expression of other signaling molecules, including Ga s , Ga olf , Gb 1 , Gg 13 , Gg 8 , b-arrestins, and phospholipase C b (PLC-b) isoforms, were observed between olfactory sensory neurons isolated from gallein-treated versus control embryos (Table 3) .
DISCUSSION
The initial choice and subsequent maintenance of the single OR gene expressed by an olfactory sensory neuron are critical determinants of the cell's functional identity. Several independent studies have demonstrated a role of the OR itself in maintaining the singularity of OR expression (Lewcock and Reed, 2004; Serizawa et al., 2003; Shykind et al., 2004) and have led to models in which functional OR protein participates in a negative feedback loop that silences the expression of other OR genes once an OR gene is initially chosen (Serizawa et al., 2004; Shykind, 2005) . Recent studies have implicated epigenetic mechanisms in the regulation of OR gene expression (Clowney et al., 2012; Lyons et al., 2013; Magklara et al., 2011) . How the OR itself participates in OR gene silencing and interfaces with such epigenetic mechanisms has until now remained elusive, however. The results presented here suggest that receptor signaling mediated by G protein bg subunits is a critical link that ties together the requirement for a functional receptor with downstream epigenetic events that suppress OR gene expression.
Role of G Protein bg Signaling in OR Gene Silencing
We have identified Gbg subunits as the proximate downstream effector in the signal transduction cascade underlying OR-mediated gene silencing. Our interpretation is at odds with an alternative view, which contends that OR gene silencing occurs through a G protein-independent mechanism (Imai and Sakano, 2008) . This latter conclusion is based on two key observations. First, Figure 6 . Perturbations in OR Gene Expression Caused by Inhibition of Gbg Signaling and H3K9 Methylation (A) The effects of inhibiting G protein bg signaling and H3K9 methylation individually or in combination were quantitated in 3 dpf zebrafish embryos treated with 100 mM gallein, 20 mM BIX01294, or 100 mM gallein plus 20 mM BIX01294. The number of cells expressing endogenous odorant receptors OR111-1 (left) or OR103-2 (right) was determined by RNA in situ hybridization. Plots show the number of receptor-positive cells per embryo in control fish (black) or fish treated with gallein (red), BIX (blue), or gallein + BIX (purple). Three independent experiments were performed, as indicated. Experimental design and GLM-based analysis are as described in Figure 2 and Experimental Procedures. Fitted cell counts are indicated by horizontal bars and results from the GLM are summarized in Table 2 . Inhibition of Gbg signaling by gallein treatment or H3K9 methylation by BIX results in similar increases in the number of cells expressing an individual OR (****p < 10 À5 for all drug treatments versus control). Treatment with gallein + BIX resulted in a slight but significant decrease in the number of cells expressing OR111-1 compared to the average number of OR111-1 (+) cells from gallein-and BIX-treated embryos (*p = 0.0012); no significant difference in the number of OR103-2 (+) cells was found between fish treated with gallein + BIX versus the average number from gallein-and BIX-treated fish (n.s., p = 0.30).
(B) The effect of inhibiting histone demethylation was quantitated in 3 dpf zebrafish embryos treated with 75 mM trans-2-phenylcyclopropylamine (PCPA), an inhibitor of the histone demethylase Lsd1. The number of cells expressing endogenous odorant receptors OR111-1 (left column), OR111-6 (center column), or OR103-2 (right column) was determined by RNA in situ hybridization. Plots show the number of receptor-positive cells per embryo in control fish (blue circles) or fish treated with PCPA (red triangles). Three independent experiments were performed, as indicated. Fitted cell counts are indicated by horizontal bars and results from the GLM are summarized in Table 2 . (****p < 10 À5 ).
See also Figures S2 and S3 .
Neuron G Protein Signaling in OR Gene Silencing expression in olfactory sensory neurons of a constitutively active Ga s mutant, which is expected to bypass the requirement for a functioning receptor, failed to prevent expression of OR genes (Imai et al., 2006) . This observation alone does not address the potential role of Gbg in silencing, however, because constitutively active Ga would not be expected to alter the levels of free Gbg subunits in the cell. Second, OR coexpression was repressed by transgenic expression of a mutant OR in which the conserved DRY receptor activation motif was mutated to RDY (Imai et al., 2006 ; see also Nguyen et al., 2007) . Although olfactory sensory neurons expressing the RDY mutant receptor exhibited no detectable responses to the receptor's cognate odorant, it is possible that the mutant receptor retains a level of intrinsic activity in the unliganded state sufficient to repress expression from other OR gene loci. Indeed, residual intrinsic activity is observed in a b 2 AR receptor containing the DRY/RDY mutation (Nakashima et al., 2013) . Whatever the case, the present results constitute strong evidence for the participation of Gbg subunits in the regulation of OR gene expression.
Roles of Gbg Signaling and Histone Methylation in
Repressing OR Gene Switching Using genetic and pharmacologic perturbations, we found that Gbg signaling is both necessary and sufficient for repressing OR gene expression. Moreover, inhibition of Gbg signaling or methylation of H3K9 leads to the aberrant colocalization of multiple ORs per cell. The experimentally induced coexpression of multiple ORs by an individual olfactory sensory neurons may reflect the sequential switching of expression from one OR gene to another. In this scenario, perdurance of mRNA from the initially transcribed gene could account for the presence of both transcripts within the same cell, after the first gene is no longer transcribed. The $24 hr interval between the initiation of robust OR expression at $2 dpf (Barth et al., 1997) , and our experimental endpoint at 3 dpf could allow the detection of mRNA transcribed from the first gene following a single switching event. Considering that the zebrafish genome encodes $150 OR genes (Alioto and Ngai, 2005; Niimura and Nei, 2005) , the incidence of double-positive cells in zebrafish embryos ($1%) in which Gbg signaling or H3K9 methylation is downregulated suggests that each olfactory sensory neuron expresses on average two OR genes at random under our experimental conditions. The frequency with which we detect the Embryos subjected to the indicated treatments were analyzed by RNA in situ hybridization using probes for OR111-1, OR111-6, or OR103-2. The ratio of OR-positive cells in each comparison was estimated using a generalized linear model with Poisson distribution (see Experimental Procedures). The p values measure the statistical significance of comparisons under the Poisson regression models; three experiments were performed for each condition and OR probe, each typically comprising 15-20 embryos. (Shykind et al., 2004) , considering that there are 10-fold fewer OR genes in the fish genome compared to the mouse ($150 versus $1,400). Our data suggest that Gbg signaling and H3K9 methylation are required as part of a fail-safe mechanism to repress OR gene switching following the initiation of OR gene expression.
OR-Dependent OR Gene Silencing Acts through Gbg Signaling and Histone Methylation
By inhibiting Gbg signaling and H3K9 methylation either together or individually, we provide evidence suggesting that these two processes function within the same pathway to repress OR gene expression. Consistent with these results, the expression of genes encoding enzymes involved in regulating repressive histone methylation marks is altered by perturbations in Gbg signaling. Recent studies in the mouse have shown that OR genes become associated with heterochromatin containing the repressive histone methylation mark H3K9me3 prior to the expression of OR genes in olfactory progenitor cells (Magklara et al., 2011) . These observations suggest a model in which all OR genes are initially repressed, with receptor activation involving a process in which the chosen OR gene is derepressed by demethylation of H3K9 by the histone demethylase Lsd1 Magklara et al., 2011) . Can demethylation of H3K9 by itself affect OR gene transcription? The results from our experiments using G9a/GLP and Lsd1 inhibitors demonstrate that H3K9 demethylation is both necessary and sufficient to release OR genes from transcriptional repression. Importantly, our findings further reveal that repression by H3K9 methylation is required to prevent the expression of multiple ORs per cell and thus plays a critical role in enforcing the one receptor, one neuron rule of OR gene expression.
We propose that, following the initial selection and expression of an OR gene, the intrinsic activity of the expressed receptor, which reflects the receptor's equilibrium between inactive and active states in the absence of bound agonist (Rosenbaum et al., 2009) , leads to the release of active Ga and Gbg subunits from inactive Gabg heterotrimers. Consistent with this hypothesis, a constitutively active b2AR mutant more effectively suppresses OR expression than the wild-type receptor (this study). A recent study has shown that intrinsic activity of unliganded OR influences the targeting of olfactory sensory axons to along the anterior-posterior axis of the olfactory bulb by regulating the expression of axon guidance cue receptors (Nakashima et al., 2013) . Thus, intrinsic OR activity appears to play an important role in multiple gene regulatory networks governing olfactory sensory neuron development.
Whereas Ga is required for odor-evoked signal transduction (Belluscio et al., 1998) and influences axon targeting via cAMPdependent pathways (Imai et al., 2006; Nakashima et al., 2013; Serizawa et al., 2006) , activated Gbg maintains the cell's functional identity by inhibiting transcription of other OR genesand possibly also by stabilizing the expression of the selected OR gene-through an as yet unknown downstream effector(s) that ultimately interacts with chromatin-modifying enzymes, including histone methyltransferases. Thus, there is a bifurcation in odorant receptor-mediated G protein signaling, with Ga driving primary signal transduction events and Gbg subserving the negative feedback regulation of odorant receptor gene expression. Other GPCRs may also initiate this Gbg-dependent gene regulatory cascade, for example in immature olfactory sensory neurons in which OR genes are not yet expressed. Consistent with this idea, repressive H3K9me3 marks are associated with OR genes in immature olfactory neuron progenitors prior to the onset of OR gene expression (Magklara et al., 2011) . Downregulation of the H3K9 demethylase Lsd1 in mature olfactory sensory neurons may also play a role in maintaining repressive histone methylation marks in chromatin associated with OR genes . In this regard, it is intriguing that Gbg signaling appears to positively regulate the expression of Adcy3 (this study), which in turn negatively regulates Lsd1 expression . In light of our data showing that expression of the H3K9-specific G9a histone methyltransferase is dependent on Gbg signaling, it seems that receptor-mediated G protein activity may affect chromatin structure by targeting multiple enzymes involved in regulating histone methylation dynamics. In addition, a recent study in the mouse indicates that OR expression activates the unfolded protein response, which in turn activates the expression of Adcy3 and leads to the stabilization of OR gene choice by downregulation of Lsd1 (Dalton et al., 2013) . The unfolded protein response is thought to be used as an initial checkpoint in OR protein expression; once this pathway is downregulated (via negative feedback), other pathways such as G protein signaling may then be required to silence other OR gene loci for the lifetime of the cell. Thus, OR expression may impinge on multiple pathways that act either sequentially or in parallel to ensure the expression of just one receptor per cell.
Curiously, conditional knockout of Gg 13 in mouse olfactory sensory neurons results in dramatic downregulation of Ga olf , Gb 1 , and the guanine nucleotide exchange factor RIC8B, as well as mislocalization of type III adenylyl cyclase to the sensory neuron soma (Li et al., 2013) . In contrast, Ga olf and Gb 1 expression is unaffected by inhibition of Gbg signaling in zebrafish olfactory sensory neurons (this study). Perturbations in Gbg signaling therefore appear to affect the expression of multiple components of the olfactory signal transduction cascade in both fish and mammals, although these effects may exhibit species-specific differences. Considering that fish possess $10-fold fewer OR genes than mammals, it is possible that mammals evolved additional mechanisms to restrict the expression of one OR per cell from a highly expanded OR gene repertoire. Whatever the case, the identified role of Gbg signaling in OR gene silencing now allows an informed search for the downstream interaction partners of G protein bg subunits (Dupré et al., 2009 ) that function to ensure the singularity of OR gene expression by an individual olfactory sensory neuron. Such partners in turn would interact with the genetic and epigenetic network that regulates histone methylation and perhaps other aspects of chromatin structure associated with OR gene loci. It is interesting to note that interaction of Gbg with RACKnt, which we found to inhibit OR gene silencing when ectopically expressed in olfactory sensory neurons, blocks Gbg activation of PLC-b, type II adenylyl cyclase and PI3 kinase, but not MAP kinase (Chen et al., 2004 (Chen et al., , 2008 .
With these clues in mind, the present study lays the groundwork for a directed search for the molecules bridging G protein signaling and OR gene regulation in olfactory sensory neurons.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Transgenes and Zebrafish All procedures involving zebrafish were reviewed and approved by the UC Berkeley Animal Care and Use Committee. Plasmids containing the OMP promoter were used to drive widespread expression of transgene sequences in olfactory sensory neurons. Zebrafish embryos were coinjected at the one-cell stage with plasmid DNA (80 ng/ml) and Tol2 messenger RNA (25 ng/ml) to facilitate robust transient transgenic expression. For drug treatments, zebrafish embryos were treated at 16-20 hpf with 100 mM gallein, 20 mM BIX, 20 mM UNC0638, 75 mM PCPA, or a control solution of embryo medium containing DMSO to match the amount used to deliver drug in the corresponding experimental treatment (typically 0.2%). At 3 dpf, embryos were sorted for GFP fluorescence (in the case of transgenic fish), fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, and processed for RNA in situ hybridizations and immunohistochemistry.
RNA In Situ Hybridization and Immunohistochemistry
Whole-mount fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization on 3 dpf embryos using fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-tyramide detection was performed as described previously (Welten et al., 2006) . Colocalization of endogenous OR gene expression with transgene expression was detected via immunohistochemical labeling of GFP with Alexa Fluor 568 detection in conjunction with FITC-tyramide-based RNA in situ hybridization. Simultaneous detection of mRNAs encoded by two OR genes was carried out using FITC-/Cy3-tyramide two-color RNA in situ hybridization.
Imaging and Statistical Analysis
Fixed embryos were embedded in 1.2% low-melting-point agarose gel and imaged head-on by confocal microscopy. Image stacks were analyzed using NIH ImageJ and Adobe Photoshop. Generalized linear models (GLM) were used to analyze the number of cells expressing endogenous ORs and to test for differences between treatment and control conditions (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) .
ChIP-qPCR
Olfactory epithelia and liver of 3-to 6-month-old zebrafish adults were dissected and native chromatin was prepared essentially as described elsewhere (Magklara et al., 2011) . Immunoprecipitated DNA was purified using a MinElute PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN) and amplified using the WGA4 Whole Genome Amplification kit (Sigma). Duplicate or triplicate aliquots of each amplified reaction were then subjected to quantitative PCR. Enrichment over input is expressed as 2 ÀDCt , where Ct is the PCR cycle number at which detection crossed threshold in the qPCR reaction and DCt = (Ct ChiP À Ct input ).
RNA-Seq of FACS-Purified Olfactory Sensory Neurons
For fluorescent labeling and FACS purification of olfactory sensory neurons, a stable TgOMP-Gal4 transgenic zebrafish line was generated using a plasmid construct containing 1.4 kb OMP 5 0 promoter sequence (Celik et al., 2002) inserted upstream of the Gal4 transactivator and crossed with TgUAS-GCaMP1.6 transgenic fish (Del Bene et al., 2010) . TgOMP-Gal4;UAS-GCaMP1.6 transgenic zebrafish embryos were collected at 16-20 hpf and treated with 100 mM gallein or DMSO (control). Heads of 5 dpf embryos were dissected and dissociated with trypsin and collagenase and sorted for GFP fluorescence; cells were collected in 1 ml of Trizol and stored at À80 C. Three pairs of FACS-purified gallein-treated and control cells were analyzed by RNA-seq. Differential expression (DE) analysis was carried out within the framework of GLMs as implemented in the Bioconductor R package edgeR (Robinson et al., 2010) . A likelihood ratio test of differential expression between treated and control libraries identified 5,094 differentially expressed genes at a false discovery rate <0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) . See Table S1 for the list of DE genes. Detailed information for all methods can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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